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Establishment

Based in Sommacampagna (VR), Eurochef Italia was founded 
by Stefano Stanghellini in 1998. He identified a growing need 
in consumers for balanced and ready food and decided to 
exploit it through a range of high quality fresh meals. 
 
Since then, the company has established itself as a specialist 
in ready-made gastronomy inspired by traditional Italian 
cuisine. 
 
With consolidated gastronomic experience, Eurochef Italia also 
supports the production of delicious desserts.

Our History



As the primary resource of every activity, Human beings will 
always have an essential role in our future plans. We chose to 
teach and follow simple principles: modesty, enthusiasm and 

self-critique, for to succeed and grow as a company it is important 
to constantly question one’s abilities with intelligence.  

We believe in training, practicing and being determined to reach 
our goals. And to do so, we need to be united as a team, 

but diligent and competent as men.

“Not just simply ready meals,
but excellent ready meals”

Our Values



10.000
ton

Production 
Capacity

BRC IFS Organic Product
 CertificateCertificate Certificate

Since 2009 Eurochef Italia has been producing and packaging 
meals and desserts in a modern facility of 10.000 square metres. 
 
With a wide range of both fresh and frozen meals, we serve the 
best companies of Large-Scale Distribution and Commercial 
Catering, to Final consumers. 
 
At the headquarters, there are also a Self-Service restaurant 
and a Company Outlet, both open to the public.

Our Home



Fresh Products

+4°C

Frozen Products

-18°C 100+

Nr of Recipes

Our Recipes
Our recipes have everything you like: they combine 
fresh products, well-finished preparations, a 
familiar and genuine taste, tradition. 
 
We take inspiration from the best Italian recipes to 
create delicious specialities, ready to eat.



In the Pan In the Microwave Ready to Serve Fresh Products

3 min +4°C

Lo Chef a casa is a wide range of ready-to-serve first 
and second courses, perfect for those who value quality 
and seek a good and convenient solution. 
 
We like simple recipes, those with few but well-chosen 
ingredients, the one full of flavour that everyone would 
serve at their table. 

Ready Meals



Ready to Serve Fresh Products

3 min +4°C

In the Pan In the MIcrowave

We exclusively use ingredients that grow at certified 
farms to make our organic ready meals. They are 
perfect to learn how to live a healthy and genuine life. 

Organic 
Ready Meals



220gr

WeightIn the Pan In the Microwave Ready to Serve Fresh Products

3 min +4°C

Our meat, game and fish sauces are a declaration of love 
for Italian cuisine, full of character and made to enhance 
your first dishes.  

Sauces



 kg 1 to 
kg 2,5

Weight Range

Deli counter 
meals

Fresh Products

+4°C

In the Pan In the Oven In the Microwave

Everyday our chefs prepare delicious first courses, 
main courses and side dishes. 
 
We offer you a wide selection of recipes made with 
care and passion to meet your customers needs.



Ready to Serve Fresh Products

3 min +4°C

In the Pan In the Microwave

The Take Away selection of ready meals offers the perfect 
combination of freshness and simplicity. We cook its 
first courses, main courses and side dishes according to 
tradition, with that little extra something that makes them 
unique. 

Take Away



Fresh Products

+4°C

Frozen Products

-18°C

Organic Product 
Certificate

Gluten free Lactose free

Fragrant pastry, soft sponge cake, delicate creams, 
perfumed jams, fine chocolates: these are some of 
the ingredients that make our desserts so special. 
A bit of imagination and thorough research do the 
rest: we are constantly looking for new flavours 
to pair with the more traditional ones. 
Our desserts are available in both organic and 
traditional versions. 

Desserts



Frozen Products

-18°C

In the OvenIn the Microwave

We freeze our dishes with a safe heat treatment, so 
that cold keeps both taste and the properties of the 
ingredients unaltered. They are available in 300 gr 
packages and delicatessen trays for industrial use from 1 
to 2.5 kg. 

Frozen meals




